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strip and showcases the burgeoning, immense talents of such luminaries as Steve Moore, Alan Moore, Brett
Ewins, Brian Bolland, Dave Gibbons, John Cooper, Carlos Pino, Jesus Redondo, Steve Dillon, Peter Milligan
and many, many more.
Providence Compendium - Alan Moore 2021-07-13
Finally, the complete Alan Moore masterpiece in one480 page tome - the PROVIDENCE COMPENDIUM!
Providence is Alan Moore'squintessential horror series! In it, he weaves and reinvents the works of
H.P.Lovecraft through historical events. It is both a sequel and prequel toNeonomicon. The PROVIDENCE
COMPENDIUM is the complete series, all twelveissues by Alan Moore and Jacen Burrows, in one 480
pagevolume.
Lost Girls - Alan Moore 2012
For more than a century, Alice, Wendy and Dorothy have been our guides through the Wonderland,
Neverland and Land of Oz of our childhoods. Now like us, these three lost girls have grown up and are
ready to guide us again, this time through the realms of our sexual awakening and fulfilment. Using familiar
fairy tales and drawing on the rich heritage of erotica, Lost Girls is the rediscovery of the power of ecstatic
writing and art in a sublime union that only the medium of comics can achieve. This super-deluxe hardcover
edition is for adults only.
Alan Moore's A Small Killing - Alan Moore 2003-09-01
One of the classic Alan Moore works is finally back in print with totally re-mastered artwork and lettering.
Adman Timothy Hole has everything going for him and has now been handed the biggest assignment of his
life, marketing a major cola in Russia. But his smooth life begins to unravel as he is stalked by a demonic
child that makes him question not just who he is, but how he really affects those around him. It is about the
little murders that we all have to make each day just to get by. The little assassinations of tiny things.
Really, how much damage can be done by a small killing? As an added bonus, this graphic novel includes
new commentary articles by both Alan Moore and the artist, Oscar Zarate.
Carbon Grey Omnibus Collection - Paul Gardner 2016-06-07
"LEGEND OF THE GREYS" The Sisters Grey are warriors, sworn to protect their Kaiser. But as a great war
rages, the Kaiser is found dead, and one sister Giselle Grey is accused of his murder. Pursued by enemies,
Giselle must unravel the prophecy of the Carbon Grey before history itself unravels. This collection includes
all three volumes of the epic saga, stories from CARBON GREY: ORIGINS, and a new ten-page prologue."
V for Vendetta 30th Anniversary Deluxe Edition - Alan Moore 2018-11-20
The seminal graphic novel masterpiece V For Vendetta is available in this new deluxe edition, featuring an
essay from writer Alan Moore, sketches from artist David Lloyd and other bonus material! A powerful story
about loss of freedom and individuality, V For Vendetta takes place in a totalitarian England following a
devastating war that changed the face of the planet. In a world without political freedom, personal freedom
and precious little faith in anything comes a mysterious man in a white porcelain mask who fights political
oppressors through terrorism and seemingly absurd acts. It's a gripping tale of the blurred lines between
ideological good and evil. Written by one of the greatest scribes in the history of the medium, Alan Moore,
V For Vendetta is considered not only one of the most important graphic novel works ever, but also one of

Wild Worlds - Alan Moore 2007
Presents a take on WildStorm's characters, all of whom live in outlandish, exotic worlds.
Usagi Yojimbo Saga Volume 3 (Second Edition) - Stan Sakai 2022-01-04
Stan Sakai’s epic series continues in the third volume of the definitive Usagi Yojimbo compilations featuring
brand new original cover art by Stan Sakai! Usagi faces a terrifying new foe who wears a demon mask, the
Eisner-winning “Grasscutter” storyline receives a sequel, pickpocket Kitsune’s history is revealed, fanfavorite character Sasuké the Demon Queller makes his debut, and a beloved ally long thought dead
returns! Collects Usagi Yojimbo Volume Three #31–#52, along with stories from Dark Horse Presents and
more!
V for Vendetta Book & Mask Set - ALAN. MOORE 2021-04-27
In a world without political freedom, personal freedom and precious little faith in anything comes a
mysterious man in a white porcelain mask who fights political oppressors through terrorism and seemingly
absurd acts. It's a gripping tale of the blurred lines between ideological good and evil. The inspiration for
the hit 2005 movie starring Natalie Portman and Hugo Weaving, this amazing graphic novel is packaged
with a collectable reproduction of the iconic V mask.
Alan Moore's A Small Killing Hardcover - Alan Moore 2003-09
This special hardcover edition features an all-new full color cover and is limited to just 1250 copies! Adman
Timothy Hole has everything going for him and has now been handed the biggest assignment of his life,
marketing a major cola in Russia. But his smooth life begins to unravel as he is stalked by a demonic child
that makes him question not just who he is, but how he really affects those around him. It is about the little
murders that we all have to make each day just to get by. The little assassinations of tiny things. Really,
how much damage can be done by a small killing? As an added bonus, this graphic novel includes new
commentary articles by both Alan Moore and the artist, Oscar Zarate.
Watchmen (2019 Edition) - Alan Moore 2019-06-18
Soon to be an HBO original series, Watchmen, the groundbreaking series from award-winning author Alan
Moore, presents a world where the mere presence of American superheroes changed history--the U.S. won
the Vietnam War, Nixon is still president, and the Cold War is in full effect. Considered the greatest graphic
novel in the history of the medium, the Hugo Award-winning story chronicles the fall from grace of a group
of superheroes plagued by all-too-human failings. Along the way, the concept of the superhero is dissected
as an unknown assassin stalks the erstwhile heroes. This edition of Watchmen, the groundbreaking series
from Alan Moore, the award-winning writer of V For Vendetta and Batman: The Killing Joke, and features
art from industry legend Dave Gibbons, with high-quality, recolored pages found in Watchmen: Abslolute
Edtion.
The Complete Future Shocks - Alan Moore 2018-06-12
Tharg’s Future Shocks are one-off, twist ending, sci-fi thrills that have introduced many of the biggest
names in the comic book industry through the pages of 2000 AD. THE ULTIMATE VISION OF THE
FUTURE! From Alan Moore to Al Ewing, Kevin O’Neill to Jon Davis-Hunt, Future Shocks have been a staple
of the UK's best-selling comic 2000 AD! This exciting first volume takes us back to the earliest days of the
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the great works in fiction. V For Vendetta 30th Anniversary Deluxe Edition brings the groundbreaking title
back into hardcover for the first time in years.
Wanted - Mark Millar 2008
Graphic content : some material may not be suitable for children.
Promethea - Alan Moore 2006-08-01
Comics narrate the story of university student Sophie Bangs as she fights mystical places and spirits to
unveil the truth behind mythical warrior woman, Promethea.
Watchmen (2019 Edition) - Alan Moore 2019-05-20
A hit HBO original series, Watchmen, the groundbreaking series from award-winning author Alan Moore,
presents a world where the mere presence of American superheroes changed history--the U.S. won the
Vietnam War, Nixon is still president, and the Cold War is in full effect. Considered the greatest graphic
novel in the history of the medium, the Hugo Award-winning story chronicles the fall from grace of a group
of superheroes plagued by all-too-human failings. Along the way, the concept of the superhero is dissected
as an unknown assassin stalks the erstwhile heroes. This edition of Watchmen, the groundbreaking series
from Alan Moore, the award-winning author of V For Vendetta and Batman: The Killing Joke, features art
from industry legend Dave Gibbons, with high-quality, recolored pages found in Watchmen: Absolute
Edition.
Absolute V for Vendetta - Alan Moore 2009
In a near-future Britain ruled by a totalitarian regime, Evey is rescued from certain death by a masked
vigilante calling himself "V," a beguiling and charismatic figure who launches a one-man crusade against
government tyranny and oppression.
The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen: The Tempest #1 - Alan Moore 2018-07-11
After an epic twenty-year journey through the entirety of human culture, Alan Moore and Kevin O'Neill
conclude both their legendary League of Extraordinary Gentlemen and their equally legendary comic-book
careers with the series' spectacular fourth and final volume, "The Tempest." This six-issue miniseries is a
celebration of everything comics were, are, and could be. Opening simultaneously in the panic-stricken
headquarters of British Military Intelligence, the fabled Ayesha's lost African city of Kor, and the domed
citadel of 'We' on the devastated Earth of the year 2996, the dense and yet furiously-paced narrative hurtles
like an express locomotive across the fictional globe. This is literally, and literarily, the story to end all
stories. Here's how it begins.
FASHION BEAST TPB - Alan Moore 2013-09-03
Alan Moore, the best-selling graphic novelist of all time, delivers an original dystopian fairy tale set against
the backdrop of nuclear winter. Alan Moore’s 1985 time-lost screenplay written with Malcolm McLaren
(Sex Pistols) is finally brought to life as a graphic novel. Doll was unfulfilled in her life as a coat checker of
a trendy club. But when she is fired from the job and auditions to become a “mannequin” for a reclusive
designer, the life of glamour she always imagined is opened before her. She soon discovers that the house
of Celestine is as dysfunctional as the clothing that define the classes of this dystopian world. And she soon
discovers that the genius of the designer is built upon a terrible lie that has influence down to the lowliest
citizen. This unique retelling of Beauty and the Beast was written in 1985 alongside Alan Moore’s comics
redefining work on Watchmen. Beautifully illustrated by Facundo Perico (Anna Mercury) and meticulously
adapted by Antony Johnston (Yuggoth Cultures), this is another entry in the graphic novel masterworks
library by Alan Moore.
John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 2: The Devil You Know (New Edition) - Jamie Delano 2012-01-03
Written by JAMIE DELANO Art by RICHARD PIERS RAYNER, BRYAN TALBOT, DAVID LLOYD and others
Cover by JOHN CASSADAY In these tales from issue #10-13, THE HORRORIST #1-2 and ANNUAL #1,
Constantine wins his first victory in the war with Nergal and encounters a woman who is the embodiment
of the world's horrors.
Alan Moore's Complete WildC.A.T.S. - Alan Moore 2007
Written by Alan Moore Art by Travis Charest, Mat Broome, Ryan Benjamin and others Cover by Charest
Alan Moore is considered by many to be the finest comics writer of the last quarter century. His standout
achievements in the medium include WATCHMEN, V FOR VENDETTA, THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY
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GENTLEMEN, and From Hell. Now Moore's defining run on WildC.A.T.s is collected into a single volume,
collecting WILDC.A.T.S. #21-34, plus a story from issue #50, featuring the impressive art of Travis Charest
and other fine artists who provide breathtaking visuals. Alan Moore took the WILDC.A.T.S back to their
roots and stirred up the WildStorm Universe considerably, creating a perfect starting point for catching up
the flagship WildStorm superhero team. It's a tale filled with unsettling revelations and gripping drama and the introduction of one of WildStorm's great villains: Tao! On sale January 2
Marvels - 2010-01-06
Follows thirty-five years of Marvel superhero action from the perspective of Phil Sheldon, a newspaper
photographer who witnessed some of the more spectacular battles and events.
Top 10 - Alan Moore 2015-04-07
The massive, multilayered city of Neopolis, built shortly after World War II, was designed as a home for the
expanding population of science-heroes, heroines and villains that had ballooned into existence in the
previous decade. In 1985 the city accepted jurisdiction by a police force covering many alternate Earths,
headquartered on the world known as Grand Central. Our own outpost of this network, Precinct Ten
(known affectionately as Top 10), recruits its members from Neopolis and its environs, working much like
Earth's other police precincts, with one major exception: Like the citizens of the city, the officers of Top 10
have the abilities needed to deal with Neopolis's exotic denizens. Rookie cop Robyn Slinger, alter ego
"Toybox," hits the streets for the first time along with a colorful crew of fellow officers, each having the
required training to deal with science-villains and super-crimes, as well as the common misdemeanors of
city life. You'll never look at powers, or police work, the same way again! From Alan Moore, the writer of
WATCHMEN and V FOR VENDETTA, and artists Gene Ha (JUSTICE LEAGUE) and Zander Cannon
(Transformers), the Eisner award-winning series TOP 10 is collected here in its entirety!
Supreme - Alan Moore 2003
Illustrations by Joe Bennett, Rick Veitch & Chris Sprouse The conclusion of the acclaimed Alan Moore run
on Supreme collected in trade paperback at last, this is follow up to The Story of the Year contains Moore's
groundbreaking 'The Return' arc in its entirety. Flush with adventure, humour and comics nostalgia,
Supreme is a brilliant showcase of Moore's superior talent and imagination.
League of Extraordinary Gentlemen Omnibus - Alan Moore 2011-11
In 'The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen Omnibus', Allan Quatermain, Mina Murray, Captain Nemo, Dr
Henry Jekyll and Edward Hyde, and Hawley Griffin, the invisible man, unite to defeat a deadly menace to
London and all Britons!
Absolute Top 10 - Alan Moore 2013
Neopolis, built after World War II, is a home for science heroes and villains who have brought the city to
the edge of chaos and it is up to rookie cop Robyn Singer and her specially-trained fellow officers to regain
control, using what ever means they can.
Saga of the Swamp Thing - Alan Moore 2012
Graphic Novel. This first volume, collecting issues 20-27 of THE SAGA OF THE SWAMP THING, also
features a foreword by famed horror author Ramsey Campbell and a new introduction by Swamp Thing cocreator and original series editor Len Wein.
Promethea - Alan Moore 2003-07
Promethea and Barbara wander through the many and varied realms of heaven and hell. Meanwhile, back
on Earth, Stacia is protecting and serving the people of New York as the acting Promethea - but things are
not quite as rosy as the glasses she's wearing.
Ice Haven - Daniel Clowes 2005
The author of Ghost World presents an offbeat tour of the sleepy Midwestern town of Ice Haven and its
unusual inhabitants, including Random Wilder, the narrator and would-be poet laureate of the town; his
arch-rival Ida Wentz; the lovelorn Violet Van der Plazt and Vida Wentz; Mr. and Mrs. Ames, a detective
team; and others. Mature.
V for Vendetta (1988-) #1 - Alan Moore
In a post-nuclear world, Great Britain has emerged as a Fascist state. When young Evey Hammond is saved
by a mysterious masked stranger, she is pulled into his quest to fight back and overthrow the government.
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Promethea - Alan Moore 2000
Comics narrate the story of university student Sophie Bangs as she fights mystical places and spirits to
unveil the truth behind mythical warrior woman, Promethea.
Saga of the Swamp Thing Box Set - Alan Moore 2021-12-07
All the groundbreaking Saga of the Swamp Thing graphic novels by Alan Moore, the writer of Watchmen
and V For Vendetta, in a gorgeous slipcase box set! Before Watchmen, Alan Moore made his debut in the
U.S. comic book industry with the revitalization of the horror comic book The Swamp Thing. His
deconstruction of the classic monster stretched the creative boundaries of the medium and became one of
the most spectacular series in comic book history. With modern-day issues explored against a backdrop of
horror, The Swamp Thing stories became commentaries on environmental, political, and social issues,
unflinching in their relevance. Created out of the Swamp by a freak accident, Swamp Thing is an elemental
creature who uses the forces of nature and wisdom of the plant kingdom to fight the polluted world's selfdestruction. Alan Moore took the Swamp Thing to new heights in the 1980s with his unique narrative
approach. His provocative and groundbreaking writing, combined with masterly artwork by some of the
medium's top artists, made Swamp Thing one of the great comics of the late twentieth century. Book One
begins with the story The Anatomy Lesson, a haunting origin story that reshapes Swamp Thing mythology
with terrifying revelations that begin a journey of discovery and adventure that will take him across the
stars and beyond. In this second collection, The Swamp Thing says goodbye to the illusion of his own
humanity after learning that he is 100% plant, meets a crew of benevolent alien invaders inspired by the
classic comic strip Pogo (also set in the swamp), and consummates his relationship with Abigail Arcane as
only he could. The third volume is brimming with visceral horrors including underwater vampires, a
werewolf with an unusual curse, the hideous madman called Nukeface. Best of all, this volume features the
comics debut of John Constantine, Hellblazer, who launches Swamp Thing on a voyage of self-discovery that
will take him from the darkest corners of America to the roots of his own long-hidden heritage. Volume four
brings Swamp Thing's quest for self-discovery with the mystic John Constantine to its shattering conclusion.
A harbinger of doom has been released with the sole charge of waking an evil beyond comprehension, and
Swamp Thing, John Constantine, Deadman, The Phantom Stranger, Etrigan the Demon, The Spectre and
other masters of the occult must unite against the dark forces that threaten to eradicate Heaven's light. The
fifth volume begins as Swamp Thing returns from his sojourn to hell, only to learn that his girlfriend Abby is
being persecuted for their "unnatural relations." When she skips town for Gotham City, he follows and runs
afoul of Batman, Lex Luthor, and the Gotham City Police Department. The sixth and final volume collects
Moore's entire run, reprinting issues #57-64 and features the classic stories Loving the Alien and All Flesh
is Grass.
Batman: The Killing Joke - Alan Moore 2008-03-19
A NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller! Presented for the first time with stark, stunning new coloring by Brian
Bolland, BATMAN: THE KILLING JOKE is Alan Moore's unforgettable meditation on the razor-thin line
between sanity and insanity, heroism and villainy, comedy and tragedy. According to the grinning engine of
madness and mayhem known as the Joker, that's all that separates the sane from the psychotic. Freed once
again from the confines of Arkham Asylum, he's out to prove his deranged point. And he's going to use
Gotham City's top cop, Commissioner Jim Gordon, and the Commissioner’s brilliant and beautiful daughter
Barbara to do it.
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V for Vendetta (New Edition) - Alan Moore 2012-08-28
A powerful story about loss of freedom and individuality, V FOR VENDETTA takes place in atotalitarian
England following a devastating war that changed the face of the planet. In a world without political
freedom, personal freedom and precious little faith in anything, comes a mysterious man in a white
porcelain mask who fightspolitical oppressors through terrorism and seemingly absurd acts in this gripping
tale of the blurred lines between ideological good and evil.
Green Arrow: 80 Years of the Emerald Archer The Deluxe Edition - Various
Nemo - Alan Moore 2015-03-19
In a world where all the fictions ever written coalesce to a mosaic of history, it's 1975. Janni Dakkar, pirate
queen of Lincoln Island and head of the fabled Nemo family, is 80 years old and reportedly in psychological
ill health. Pursuing shadows from her past or her imagination, she embarks on what may be a final voyage
down the vastness of the Amazon, a last attempt to put to rest the spectres of her blood-drenched past. In
River of Ghosts, Alan Moore and Kevin O'Neill steer their fifty-year long Nemo trilogy to its remarkable
conclusion.
V for Vendetta - Lilly Wachowski 2006
Weaving, John Hurt, and Stephen Rea, and various other film crew. "V for Vendetta: From Script to Film" is
sure to appeal to new comic book fans and diehard collectors alike.
Midnight Nation - J. Michael Straczynski 2003
A police officer in limbo goes on a cross-country search for his soul, but encounters some mighty obstacles
along the way.
Saga of the Swamp Thing Book Four - Alan Moore 2014-02-18
Continuing the collection of master comics writer Alan Moore’s award-winning run on THE SAGA OF THE
SWAMP THING, this fourth volume brings Swamp Thing’s quest for self-discovery with the mystic John
Constantine to its shattering conclusion. A harbinger of doom has been released with the sole charge of
waking an evil beyond comprehension, and Swamp Thing, John Constantine, Deadman, The Phantom
Stranger, Etrigan the Demon, The Spectre and other masters of the occult must unite against the dark
forces that threaten to eradicate Heaven’s light. Collecting SWAMP THING #43-50.
Saga of the Swamp Thing Book Five - Alan Moore 2013-12-10
Continuing the collection of master comics writer Alan Moores award-winning run on THE SAGA OF THE
SWAMP THING, this fifth volume begins as Swamp Thing returns from his sojourn to hell, only to learn that
his girlfriend Abby is being persecuted for their –unnatural relations.” When she skips town for Gotham
City, he follows and runs afoul of Batman, Lex Luthor and the Gotham City Police Department. Collects
SWAMP THING #51-56.
Batman Killing Joke - Alan Moore 2008-03-19
The acclaimed author of "V for Vendetta" offers his take on the disturbing relationship between The Dark
Knight and The Joker, in this special 20th anniversary deluxe edition.
V for Vendetta (1988-) #10 - Alan Moore
The final issue of writer Alan Moore and artist David Lloyd's acclaimed series! One may be able to kill a
person, but an idea is bulletproof...
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